
Back to School Quiz
How are you feeling about

going back to school?

Really excited 
Quite happy
I don’t really mind
A bit nervous 
Really scared

What are you most

worried about?
Everything
Staying safe
Doing my work
Seeing my friends 
Getting up on time

What are you most

looking forward to?

What will help you feel

safe?

Everything
Seeing everyone
Being less bored
Getting on with work
Not having to stay home

Whatever rules are in place
Masks, distance and hand washing 
Regular testing
I’m not sure it will be safe
I won’t feel safe at all

What have you enjoyed

about online learning?

Being able to stay with my family
Being able to work at my own pace 
Being able to ask questions privately
Being away from distractions 
I’ve not enjoyed it at all

What are you looking

forward to in class?

Being able to work with other people 
Being able to ask questions 
Catching up on work we’ve missed 
Having a table to work on 
Making everyone laugh

This back to school quiz is designed to help you when you settle back into school after lockdown.
Answer the questions to see which of our characters can help you. Simply add up your icons and see
if you are mainly wellies, stars, beach balls, rainbows or umbrellas. 
Then find which of our characters is most like you and most able to help. 



Really excited
I’m looking forward to it  
I think it will be OK 
I’m quite nervous 
I'm too nervous to see them

How are you feeling about

seeing your friends?

How do you think your

friends will have changed?

No - we’ve hung out lots online 
A bit but I think it will be fine 
I'm not sure 
I think things will be strange 
I don’t think it will ever be as it was 

How prepared do you feel

for the return to school?

Which people will help

you the most?

Have you got any plans

for managing nerves?
Who can best help you?

I’m ready to go!
I still have a few things to do 
Everything will be fine!
I have no idea what to expect 
I will not feel ready for school

Everyone will help me
My family will support me 
My friends help
My teachers are helpful
I don’t have anyone to help me

I already do lots of things
I have a few ideas 
I don’t think I’ll need anything
I have never done anything like this
I always feel nervous 

Chidi Chick 
Dixie Dog
Lex Lion
Cami Cat
Tully Turtle

Now that you know which of our characters you are most like, download their
back to school guide to see how they are feeling about being at school and see
how they might be able to help you.
You can visit www.weareindivided.com/back-to-school

(add up all of your answers and see which
icon you have the most of) 


